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A 45 0 SWEPTBACK WING OF ASPECT RATIO 2 .B WITH AREA 
SUCTION APPLIED TO TRAILING-EDGE FIAPS AND WITH 
SEVERAL WING LEADI NG -EDGE MODI FICATIONS 
By David G. Koenig and Kiyoshi Aoyagi 
SUMMARY 
An investigation of an airplane model was conducted to determine the 
effect of area - suction trailing- edge flaps and several leading- edge modi -
fications on the aerodynamic characteristics of a 450 sweptback wing. The 
wing had an aspect ratio of 2 .B and a taper ratio of 0 .17 . The wing was 
tested wit h a small- span constant - chord flap and, to a lesser extent , with 
a larger span constant -percent wing - chord flap . Area suction was applied 
to both flaps . Leading - edge flaps and modified leading- edge contours were 
tested in an effort to produce adequate leading- edge stall control . A 
chord extension and a fence were also tested . Part of the testing was 
done with a horizontal tail installed above the extended win~ -chord plane . 
The tests were made at a Reynolds number of 10XI06 • 
The flap lift increments with area suction applied to the flap were 
within approximately 90 percent of the theory of NACA Report 1071 at low 
angles of attack . At high angles of attack, wing leading- edge modifica-
tions were necessary to maintain the lift effectiveness of the flaps . 
It was found that with the smaller trailing- edge flap, higher maximum 
lifts were obtained with a deflected plain leading- edge flap extending 
from the 40- percent semispan station to the wing tip than were obtained 
with full - span leading- edge flaps . The larger span trailing- edge flaps 
produced a maximum lift only slightly higher than was obtained with the 
small trailing- edge flap . 
The highest values of tail- off maximum lift coefficient for the 
smaller trailing- edge flap deflected 600 with suction , which were of 
the order of 1 . 45, were obtained with the part - span leading- edge flap 
deflected 300 or 400 and with a modified leading edge (obtained by 
combining leading- edge camber with increased leading- edge radii of 
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either 0 .9 - or 1 .8 - percent chord) . Reducing the size of the modified 
leading edge from a leading- edge radiu s of 1.8 - to 0.9 - percent chord did 
not effect maximum lift with the leading- edge flap deflected but produced 
some reduction when the leading- edge flap was undeflected . 
With the horizontal tail installed, none of the wing modifications 
proved satisfactory in alleviating adverse pitching-moment variations in 
the medium to high lift range . These adverse pitching-moment variations 
were r educed by drooping the horizontal tail . 
I NTRODUCTION 
Boundary- layer control as a means of preventing flow s eparation has 
been found an effective means of augmenting flap lift effectiveness . 
Results of ·cests of a large - scale wind - tunnel model with a 350 swept wing 
a nd with area suction applied to the t railing-edge flaps are reported in 
references 1 and 2 . To control leading- edge air - flow separation, area 
suction was effectively applied both at the knee of the leading- edge flap 
and at the wing leading edge , as reported in references 2 and 3, respec -
tively . Flight tests of an airplane with a wing similar to that of the 
wind- tunnel model and with area suction applied at the knee of the 
trailing- edge flap are report ed in reference 4 and results are presented 
in reference 5 for the airplane equipped with an area- suction leading 
edge . A less extensive study reported in reference 6 was made of the 
application of area suction to the trailing- edge flaps of a large - scale 
tria;lg'.llar -wing model of thin wing section . In this investigation, no 
effort Has made to control leading- edge air - flmv separation which reduced 
the flap lift eff ectiveness at high angles of attack . 
As an extension of t he boundar y - layer control program in the Ames 
L~O - by 80- foot \find tUr'..nel, a n investigation lvaS undertaken on an air -
plane model with a plan form between that of the 350 swept wing and that 
of t he triangular -'ving model in regard t o aspect ratio , sweep , and taper 
ratio . Because 01· it ", similarity to that of a recent design proposal, 
the plan form chosen was of aspec t ratio 2 .8, taper ratio 0 . 17 with the 
qll.arter - chord line swept back 450 • 
The investigation i ncluded the dete mination of the lift effective-
ness of area- suction flaps on the model, as 1-Tell as the study of the 
effect of ·che loadin(?; induced by the flap on the progression of flow 
separation on t~le ,ving . Several 1-ring modifications were investigated 
as means of controlling leading- edge air - flow separation . A portion of 
the investigation 1-TaS concerned ,ri th a study of the aerodynami c charac -
teristics of the model 1vi th a horizontal tail installed . 
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l'JOTATION 
aspect ratio , 
,-ring span, ft 
chord , measured parall el to the plane of symmetry, ft 
chord, measured normal to the wing leading edge, ft 
b/2 
mean aerodynamic chord , ~ J c2 dy , f t 
o 
drag drag coefficient , 
qcoS 
lift lift coeffiCient, 
llooS 
pi tch i ng -moment coefficient computed about the quarter - chord 
pitching moment po i nt of the mean aerodynamic chord , 
flow coeffiCient, Q 
UooS 
chordwise l ocation of f orward edge of porous surface, in . 
leading edge 
chordwise extent of porous area, in . 
distance from the quarter - chord point of the mean aerodynamic 
chord to horizontal- tail reference line 
average duct static pressure, lb/sq ft 
local surface static pressure , lb/sq ft 
fr ee - stream static pressure , l b/sq ft 
pz - Poo 
airfoil pressure coeffiCient, 
p d - Pco 
average duct pressure coefficient , 
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6p pr essure drop acr oss porous material , lb/ s q ft 
qoo free - stream dynamic pressure, l b/sq ft 
Q volume of air removed through porous surfa ce, cu ft/sec , based 
on standa rd density 
R r a dius 
S wing a rea , sq f t 
TE trailing edge 
Voo free - stream velocity, ft/sec 
y perpendicular distance from plane of symmetry, ft 
z perpendicular distance above the extended wing- chord plane, ft 
~ angle of attack, deg 
d~ 
do 
r dihedral, deg 
fla p deflection, measured in plane normal to the hinge line , deg 
wing semispan sta tion, 2: 
t i p chord 
taper r a tio, 
root chord 
sweep angle, deg 
Subscripts 
c critical 
f trai l ing- edge f l a p 
n leading- edge fla p 
max maximum 
min minimum 
'.,. 
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MODEL AND APPARATUS 
The Model 
A photograph of the model a s mounted in the Ames 40- by 80- foot wind 
tunnel is shown in figure 1 . A drawing of the model is shown in fig-
ure 2( a ), and additional geometric data are given in table I. The wing 
of the model had a sweep of 450 and an aspect ratio of 2 .8 with a taper 
ratio of 0 .17. The air foil sections parallel to the model symmetr ical 
center line were modified NACA 0005 - 63 sections, the coordinates of which 
are listed in table II. The modification consisted of a straight-line 
fairing f rom the 67 -percent - chord station to the trailing edge . 
A small- span and large - span trailing- edge flap were used during the 
tests . The small- span flap had a constant chord (equivalent to 17 . 3-
percent chord at 0.21 of the wing semispan) and spanned 0 .25 of the wing 
semispan . The large - span flap had a constant 25 - percent chord and spanned 
0 . 45 of the wing semispan . For both flaps, the inboard ends were locat ed 
at ~ = 0 . 21, t he flaps rotated about a hinge near the lower wing surface, 
and they were equipped with porous- area suction. 
The wing was combined with a slender fuselage which was somewhat 
underslung with respect t o the wing. A side inlet duct was installed 
on the fuselage to simulate an engine intake configuration similar to 
that of a current airplane design . For a free - stream velocity of 130 
feet per second, the inlet velocity ratio was approximately 0 .7 and was 
nearly constant t hroughout the angle - of-attack range . The fuselage and 
external ducting details are shown in figure 2(b) . 
A s'\vept horizontal tail was used in the investigation and was 
installed 0 . 21 of the wing semispan above the extended wing- chord plane . 
The tail could be drooped about a hinge line close to the plane of sym-
metry a nd parallel to it and the extended Wing- chord plane . 
Boundary- Layer Control System 
Duct a nd pumping system .- The suction system employed on the trailing-
edge flaps is shown in figure 3(a ) . Air was drawn from the flap through 
the wing ducts and plenum chamber into the blower, and then was exhausted 
through the exhaust duct beneat h the fuselage . The pump was a modified 
aircraft engine supercharger dr i ven by a var iable - speed electric motor . 
The flow quantity was obtained by measuring the pressure difference 
between the pl enum chamber and the inlet pipe to the blower . This system 
was calibrated a gainst standard ASME intake orifices . Wing duct pressure 
measurements were obtained from static - pressure taps inside the duct 
l ocated a t 0 .25 , 0 .37, 0 .52, and 0. 62 of the wing semispan . 
l 
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Porous surface .- The flaps were constructed with a porous surface in 
the vicinity of the knee of the flap as shown in figure 3(b) . The chord -
wise extent and position of the porous opening were controlled by covering 
portions of t he porous material with a nonporous tape approximately 0 . 003 
inch thick . The porous openings used in the tests are listed in table III . 
The porous material used was composed of an electroplated metal mesh sheet 
backed with 1/16- inch- thick white wool felt . The metal mesh sheet was 
0 . 008 inch thick) II- percent porous) and had 4225 holes per square inch . 
The permeability of the felt with the metal mesh sheet is shown in 
figure 3(c) . 
Wing Modifications 
During the investigation ) several types of wing modifications were 
installed as shown in figure 4 . 
Leading- edge flap .- Part - span and f ull - span leading- edge flaps 
extended from the wing t ip inboard to 0 . 40 and 0 .21 of the wing semispan ) 
respectively . The flaps were hinged near the lower wing surface at 12-
percent c . 
Mod ified leading edges .- Changes in leading- edge contour l were made 
by increasing the leading- edge radius to approximately 0 .9 and 1 . 8 percent 
of the wing chord (normal to the leading edge) and adding a small amount 
of leading- edge camber) such that the center of the leading- edge arcs were) 
respectively) 0 . 9 - and 1 .7 -percent c l be low the wing chord plane . The 
modified leading edge (leading- edge radius 0 . 9 - percent c l ) extended 
from 0 . 40 of the wing semispan to the tip . In addition) a leading- edge 
contour Hhich t a pered linearly from the plain leading edge at 0 . 40 of the 
wing semispan to the smaller modified leading edge (leading- edge radius 
0 .9 - percent c l ) at 0 . 60 of the wing semispan was investigated . Two spans 
of the modified leading edge (leading- edge radius 1 . 8 - percent c l ) were 
used vrhich extended from the "ring tip inboard to 0 . 40 and 0 .21 of the wing 
semispan . 
The modified leading edges were made of sheetmetal wrapped around 
wooden ribs which were fitted to the plain leading edge . The flexibil -
ity of the sheetmetal used impaired accuracy in maintaining the contour . 
However) the results obtained for the profiles with the sheetme"cal and 
wood rib construction are believed representative of those possible with 
accurately contoured leading- edge profiles . 
lLeading- edge radius of plain wing perpendicular to wing leading edge 
\ffiS 0 . 36- percent c l • 
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Chord extensions .- Two leading- edge chord extensions , extending 
from 0 . 60 semispan to the wing tip , were installed on the wing with the 
part - span plain leading- edge flap (~ = 0 . 4 to 1 . 0) deflected . The plain 
chord extension extended forward approximately 10 percent of the wing 
chord measured parallel to the model plane of symmetryj the second chord 
extension was constructed by modifying the l eading edge of the plain 
chord extension to a radius of 0 . 90 percent of the wing chord (normal to 
the wing leading edge) and adding a small amount of camber . The chord 
extensions hereinafter will be referred to as chord extensions A and B, 
respectively . Both chord extensions were constructed with sheetmetal and 
wooden ribs . 
Fence .- A test was made with a full-chord fence 7 . 0-percent c high 
located on the wing at 0 . 70 of the wing semispan parallel to the plane of 
symmetry of the model . 
TESTI NG AND PROCEDURE 
Force , moment, and pressure data were obtained for the model through 
an a ngl e - of-attack range of _40 to 280 • The model configurations for which 
f orce and moment data were obtained a re listed in table IV which also may 
be used as an index to the basic data . All tests) except for the brief 
tests a t higher free - st earn velocities with variable suction flow quanti -
ties (as will be mentioned) , were made at a Reynolds number of 10XI06 , 
based on the mean aerodynamic chord . This Reynolds number corresponded 
to a free - stream dynamic pressure of 20 pounds per square foot and a i\ia.ch 
number of 0 .11 . 
Tests at Variable Angle of Attack 
Data were obtained for the plain leading edge with the side inlet 
duct either off or on and the small- span trailing- edge flap at 00 , 500 , 
and 600 deflections with and without area suction . A major part of the 
testing .vas devoted to the investigation of various wing modifications 
f or improvement of high lift characteristics of the model, mainly with 
the small- span trailing- edge flap deflected 600 • During t he investiga-
tion, full - span and pa rt - span leading- edge fla ps were deflected 0°) 30°) 
or 40°, a nd a 15° defl ection was tested only for the part - span flap . 
The modified leading edges were tested l-lit h a nd without the l eading- edge 
flap deflected in combina tion with the small tra ili ng- edge flap either 
undeflected or deflected 600 , 
The chord extensions were tested only with the part - span plain 
l eading- edge flap deflected 400 , The fence was investigated with the 
same wing a nd tail configuration as the chord extensions except that 
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the modified lea ding edge (lea di ng - edge radius 0 . 9-percent c) was 
installed on the l eading- edge flap . For all tests with chord extensions 
or fences, the horizontal tail was ins talled a nd the small- span trailing-
edge flap was deflected 600 with suction . 
The large - span t railing- edge flap was tested only briefly with the 
flap deflected 600 with suction i n combination with the part - spa n plain 
leading- edge flap deflected 400 • 
All testing a t variable angles of a ttack with area suction was done 
at a constant blower speed with porous surface numbers 1 and 8 (see 
table III) with the small- span flap deflected 500 a nd 600 , respectively, 
a nd with the porous - surface configuration described in table III for the 
model with the large - spa n flap deflected . The blower speed was set to 
produce a n approximately constant flow quantity a bout twice that of the 
critica l flow quantity required f or the same porous - surface configura tion 
at zero angl e of attack . 
Tests were made with the horizontal tail insta lled on the model with 
t he flaps deflected f or several wing modifications . Data were obtained 
with the tail drooped a t dihedrals of 00 , -150 , _200 , a nd -25 0 • 
Tests With Variable Suction Flow at Constant Angle of Attack 
Suction flow quantities were varied for given angles of att ack and 
free - stream velocit i es to determine actual suction requirements for var i -
ous porous -area configurations . For all of the porous -area configurations 
t ested, da t a were obtained with decreasing values of CQ. To investigate 
hysteresis effect s for several of the porous openings , data were obtained 
with increasing va lues of CQ ' but for each of these cases the hysteresis 
effects were negligible . 
The various extents and posit ions of porous areas tested are listed 
i n table III . For the model with the small- span flap deflected 600 and 
with porous area 8 ( t a ble III), tes t s were made a t nominal angles of 
attack of 00 , 80 , 160 , and 200 • For the remaining configurations, tests 
were made a t an uncorrected angle of a ttack of zero . Additional tests to 
determine the effect of free-stream velocity on the suction flow require-
ments were made for a particular model configuration and one porous -area 
conf iguration . These te s ts were made a t approximately zero angle of 
attack a nd free - stream velocities of 114 , 162, and 186 feet per second , 
corresponding to Reynolds numbers of 8.7 , 12 .2, a nd 14 . 2X106 , respectively , 
based on the mea n aerodynamic chord of the wing . 
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CORRECTIONS TO DATA 
All dat a were corrected for air - stream inclination and for wind -
tunnel wall effects) the latter correction being t hat for a wing of the 
same span having elliptic loading but with an unswept plan form . This 
procedure was followed since an analysis indicated that tunnel-wall cor -
rections were approximately the same for straight and swept wings of the 
size under consideration . These corrections were made as follows : 
For t he data with the horizontal tail installed) a correction for addi -
tional downwash at the hinge line of the tail (at the model plane of 
symmetry) was made as follows : 
0 . 0124 CL 
This correction depends on tail effectiveness but the values of 6C~ 
corresponding to the tail effectiveness of the undrooped tail were used 
with the data for both the undrooped and drooped tails . 
Drag and pitching-moment tares due to strut interference based on 
data obtained with a rectangular wing were applied to the data . These 
corrections do not include the probable effects of additional installa-
t ions on t he mounting struts which were necessary for the present 
invest igat ion . 
All flow coefficients were corrected to standard sea- level air 
conditions and are believed accurate to within ±4 percent . The effect 
of the t hrust of the exhaust jets on the aerodynamic data was negligible . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The model configurations for which force and moment data are 
presented are listed in t able IV which may also be used as an index to 
figures 5 through 15 . Chordwise pressure distributions are presented in 
figures 16 and 17 for the model without and with the part - span leading-
edge flaps (~ = 0 . 40 to 1 . 0) deflected . 
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Effect of Trailing-Edge Flaps on the Aerodynamic Charac -
teristics of the Model With Horizontal Tail Off 
Characteristics at 00 angle of attack .- To show the effectiveness of 
the trailing- edge flaps , flap lift increments obtained at a = 00 , 6CL ' 
f 
for both the large - and small- span flaps are presented in the following 
table: 
6CL 
Figures 
Side 
of' 
6CL Percent from which 
inlet f f theory, experimental 
duct deg suction theory, suction values were 
Off On reference 7 on derived 
Small- span flap 
Off 50 0 .29 0 .37 0 . 40 93 5 (a) and (b) 
Off 60 . 29 . 41 . 48 86 5(a) and (b) 
On 60 .27 .44 .48 92 7 
Large - span flap 
On 60 . 76 . 88 86 7(a) and 13 
For determining the theoretical values of flap lift increment, the method 
of reference 7 was applied and the theoretical values of ao presented 
in figure 3 of that reference were used . 
Characteristics in the moderate to high lift - coefficient range .- As 
may be seen from figure 5 , for angles of attack from 00 to 100 , the flap 
lift increment for the small- span flap with area suction remained con-
stant . Above 100 the flap lift increment decreased . In addition to the 
loss in flap lift , destabilizing variations in pitching moment started 
just before the loss in flap lift occurred and became more severe at 
higher angles of attack . 
The data presented in figure 6 indicate that , generally , only small 
changes in the aerodynamic characteristics resulted when the external side -
inlet duct was installed . However , with the duct on, the unstable varia-
tion in pitching moment was somewhat more abrupt . 
Tuft observations and the pressur e data of f i gure 16 show that the 
adverse stability changes and the reduction in flap lift were the result 
of stall due to leading- edge air - flow separation which first appeared at 
the wing tips a nd then moved inboa rd with further increase in angl e of 
attack . The f a ct that incr eased loading on the wing due to higher flap 
effectiveness , a s obtained by applica tion of bounda ry- layer control , aggr a -
vated leading - edge a ir - f low separation is shown by the effects of suction 
on the wing pressure distribut i ons of figure 16 , particula rly at 80 and 120 
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angle of attack . It is believed that these effects are the same as would 
result from increasing the flap lift by increasing the flap deflection 
with adequat e boundary- layer control . 
The Effect of Wing Modificat i ons on the High - Lift Charac -
t eristics of t he Model With t he Horizontal Tail Off 
A summary of the lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the 
tail- off model for several wi ng mod ifications is presented in figure 18 
for the model with the small- span flap deflected 600 and with area suction . 
The following table is a list of tail- off values of CT for 
.wmax 
several wing modifications for the model 
defl ected 600 and with area suct ion (~ = 
of CLmax listed represent the value of 
with the small - span flap 
0 .21 to 0 . 46) . These values 
CL at which the slope of 
t he lift curve firs t became zero . 
Leading edge Leading- edge flap 
C
Imax on ' 
(1" Figure 
Type Extent, Extent, ~ deg ~ deg 
Plain 0 1.07 20 7(c) 
Plain 40 0.4 to 1.0 1.32 21 7 ( c) 
Plain 40 0 . 21 t o 1.0 1.18 18 7(c) 
1 .8 -percent LER 0 . 4 to 1.0 0 0 . 4 to 1.0 1.29 21 11 
1 . 8 -percent LER 0 . 4 t o 1.0 30 0 . 4 to 1.0 1.46 25 11 
l. 8 - percent LER 0 . 21 to 1.0 0 0.4 to 1.0 1.19 19 11 
1 .8 -percent LER 0 . 21 to 1.0 30 0 . 4 to 1.0 1.34 22 11 
For the model with the larger - span trailing- edge flap deflected, 
tuft and pressure observat ions indicated that the higher loading on the 
wing due to the flap , as compared to that obtained with the small- span 
flap , produced leading- edge air - flow separation and consequent flow sepa-
ration over the outboard portion of the flap at lower angles of attack . 
This contributed to the early loss in flap lift shown by the data of 
figure 13 and , for the wing modifications investigated (plain leading 
edge , on = 400 , with ~ = 0 . 40 to 1 .0), t his early flap stall limited 
C
Lmax 
to values only slightly larger than those obtained with the 
small- span flap . 
Since most of the wing modifications tested were in combination with 
the small- span trailing- edge flap, the following discussion concerning 
the effect iveness of each wing mod ificat ion will therefore be based on 
these tests. 
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Leading-edge flap with plain wing leading edge .- As is shown by 
pitching-moment data of figure 7, the effect of deflecting the full - span 
plain leading-edge flap with and without suction on the trailing- edge 
flap was to delay the loss in lift at the tip, as indicated by an abrupt 
destabilizing change in stability . When tip stall did occur with the 
leading- edge flap deflected to values of on = 300 or 400 , as indicated 
by both tuft observations and pressure measurements (see figa 17), it 
was evidently precipitated by leading- edge flow separation . This hap-
pened in spite of the fact that local flow separation aft of the knee of 
the leading- edge flap occurred approximately 20 angle of attack earlier 
than leading- edge air - flow separation . After the onset of tip stall, 
the rate at which air - flow separation at the leading- edge flap knee and 
subsequent complete stall of the wing sections moved inboard was approxi-
mately the same as was found for the model without the leading- edge flaps 
deflected. 
With the part - span leading- edge flap, as may be seen in figures 7(b) 
and (c), higher lifts were obtained above 140 to 160 than with the full-
span flap for the model with the trailing-edge flap deflected. However, 
the angle of attack at which the adverse and abrupt pitching-moment vari-
ation occurred was unchanged from that obtained with the full - span leading-
edge flap. From pressure measurements (not presented herein) as well as 
tuft observations, it was found that with the part - span leading- edge flap, 
the higher values of CLmax may be attributed to a reduction in the rate 
of stall progression from ~ = 0.60 inboard. This reduction in the rate 
of the stall progression helped in maintaining trailing- edge flap lift up 
to higher angles of attack. 
Figure 19 shows the variations of CLmax with on . It might be 
concluded from the linearity of the curve for the higher values of On 
that, for the plain leading edge, no adverse effect on maximum lift was 
caused by the area of separated flow behind the leading- edge flap knee. 
Increased leading - edge radius combined with leading- edge camber .-
From the preceding phases of the investigation, it is clear that stall 
on the plain wing (with or without trailing-edge flaps) was initiated by 
leading- edge air - flow separation which also limited the stall- control 
effectiveness of the leading- edge flaps . To control the leading-edge 
air - flow separation, two principal leading- edge contour modifications 
were investigated which comb i ned some leading- edge camber with leading-
edge radii of 0 .9 - and 1 .B-percent c '. 
For the wing wit hout leading- edge flaps, the modified leading edge 
(leading- edge radius 1 . 8 - percent c ' ) as installed on the wing from 
~ = 0 . 40 to the wi ng tip was about as effective as the part - span plain 
leading- edge flap . However , as shown by the data of figure 9 (a), reducing 
the size of the modified lea ding edge f rom a leading- edge radius of 1 . 8 -
percent c ' to 0 .9 substantially reduced CLmax o 
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For the model with the trailing- edge flaps deflected ( suction on ), 
with the part - span leading- edge flap deflected, and with either of the 
modified l eading edges install ed on the deflected wing leading edge 
(~ = 0 . 40 to 1 . 0), values of CLmax of the order of 1 . 45 were obtained . 
As may be seen from figure 9 (b) with the leading- edge flaps deflected , 
reducing the size of the modified leading edge to 0 . 9 percent did not 
reduce the maximum lift of the model . 
As may be seen from figure 10, with the leading- edge flap deflected 
300 or 400 , installation of the modified leading edge did not change the 
angle of attack at which abrupt stability changes occurred . Tuft obser -
vations showed that the leading- edge modification with leading- edge 
radius 1.B- percent c ' (for both spanwise extents) delayed the onset of 
leading - edge air - flow separati on at the tips to a = 170 , but that the 
change i n stability evidently originated from a growing area of flow 
separat i on behind the leading- edge f lap knee . The data of figure 19 f or 
the modified leading-edge radius I . B- percent c' show that little 
increase in CLmax could be obtained with leading- edge flap deflections 
higher than 300 • It is believed that this is also the result of chord -
wise expansion of the area of flow separation behind the leading- edge 
flap knee with increasingly high values of on . Preventing or limiting 
this air-flow separation by applying boundary- layer control at the 
leading- edge flap knee would probably increase CLmax and delay the 
stability change to higher angles of attack for the model with the 400 
deflected leading-edge flap . I n addition, boundary- layer control would 
proba bly make effective use of higher leading- edge flap deflection 
possible . 
The change in aerodynamic characteristics with a change in spanwise 
extent of the modified leading edge (leading-edge radius 1 . 8 - percent c') 
is shown by the data presented in figure 11 . These data show that higher 
maximum lifts are obtained by using the part - span (~ = 0 . 40 to 1 . 0 ) mod i -
fication, either with or without the leading- edge flap ( ~ = 0 . 40 to 1 . 0) 
deflected, than by using the full - span modification for a given trailing-
edge flap configuration . In addition, it is evident that tapering the 
leading- edge contour from the contour of the plain wing at ~ = 0 . 40 to 
tha t of the modified leading edge ( leading- edge radius 0 . 9 - percent c T ) 
at ~ = 0 . 60 with no leading- edge modification between ~ = 0 .21 and 0 . 4 
ha d little deleterious effect on the force and moment chara cteristics . 
However , from pressure measurements ( not presented herein) , it was 
observed that for wing stations inboard of ~ = 0 . 75, lea ding- edge air -
flow separation occurred somewhat ea rlier tha n for the untapered leading-
edge modification . 
Chord extensions and fence .- The tests on the model equipped with 
chord extensions a nd wing fences were made principally to check the ir 
effectiveness in improving stability for the model with horizontal t ail 
on . Consequently, the tail- off da ta obtained are insuff icient to enable 
a complete comparison of lift characteristics with those obt ained from 
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other wing modifications . However , a comparison of the tail- on data shown 
in figure 12 indicates that adding the chord extension A to the wing lead -
ing edge with part - span flaps ( ~ = 0 . 40 to 1 . 0) deflected 400 produced 
little increase in CLmax but produced a delay in the onset of instabil-
ityand presumably also delayed the tip stall . The increased leading- edge 
radius of 0 .9 -percent c ' on the nose of the chord extension (chord exten-
sion B) delayed the onset of tip stall slightly and increased CLmax 
by 0 . 05 . The fence waS added to the wing which was already equipped with 
the modified leading edge (leading- edge radius 0 . 9 -percent c ' installed 
on the part - span ) ~ = 0 . 40 to 1 . 0 ) leading- edge flap deflected 400 ) . As 
shown by the data of figure 12(a) , it waS found that the fence reduced 
CLrnax but slightly delayed the onset of instability . 
Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Model With 
the Horizontal Tail Installed 
Addition of the horizontal tail did not change the angle of attack at 
which adverse pitching-moment variations occurred but it made them more 
severe than for the model with the tail off . (See figs . 10, 13) and 15 . ) 
It was found that none of the wing modifications investigated alleviated 
this instability satisfactorily although any modification which delayed 
leading- edge a ir - flow separation tended to diminish the severity of the 
instability . As mentioned previously, the use of a more effective leading-
edge - stall control device such as boundary- layer control would be expected 
to offer promise in delaying and reducing the instability . 
Previous invest i gations on swept -wing models such as that described 
in reference B have indicated that inward movement of the wing- tip vor -
tices following inward movement of wing stall places definite limitations 
on the locations of the tail consistent with adequate longitudinal sta-
bility . This was true in particular for the aspect - ratio- 2 triangular-
wing model reported in reference B. It was shown for that particular 
tail length that lowering the tail to positions approaching the extended 
wing- chord plane produced less adverse pitching-moment variations . For 
the present investigation ) it waS thought that these more favorable low 
tail posit i ons might be simulated by drooping the tail and pulling it 
away from the adverse downwash field produced by the inward moving tip 
vortex tra i ls . 
As can be seen from the data of figure s 12 through 15, for the model 
with the small - span flap , drooping t he tail did cause a definite i mprove -
ment in the pitching-moment variations for all of the wing modifications 
tested . That this improvement is similar in nature to that found for the 
tr iangular -wing model is demonstrated in figure 20 . In this figure a com-
parison is made of the variations of 6C~ with angle of attack for the 
present model (with drooped and undrooped tail) with those found for two 
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tai l heights in the investigation of reference 8 . (Data for the higher 
tail position presented for the previous investigation of the model of 
reference 8 have not been published previously.) Even though quantita -
tively there are wide differences between the two sets of curves due to 
differences in model configuration , the trends show that drooping and 
lowering the tail have similar effects . 
Area- Suction Requirements 
During the investigation i t was established that the wing modifica-
t ions tested had little effect on the suction air - flow requirements and, 
consequently, no reference will be made to wing modifications in the 
following presentation. 
The variation of lift coefficient with flow coefficient for the 
small- span f lap deflected 600 is shown in figures 21(a) and 21(b) for 
two porous openings . As indicated in figure 21(a) , a critical value of 
f l ow coefficient, CQc' exists for which larger values of CQ produced 
only small gains in lift . It is evident that angle of attack had little 
effect on the critical flow coefficient. 
The following are values of duct pressure and critical flow coeffi -
cients obtained for the small- span flap at approximately a = 00 : 
Of, 
Porous surface 
d , I, Pd CQ deg in . in . c 
50 0 . 8 4 . 1 - 4 . 2 0 . 00022 
60 1 . 0 4 .4 - 6 . 4 . 00038 
60 1 . 7 2 . 0 - 7 . 9 . 00022 
The values shown for the 500 deflection probably do not represent mlnlmUill 
flow conditions s ince no attempt was made to reduce flow quantities for 
this flap deflection . For the 600 deflection, the data for the two porous -
area configura tions show tha t lower values of CQ
c 
were )btained at the 
expense of somewhat more negative duct pressures . 
For the large - span flap , the variation of lift coefficient with flow 
coefficient is shown in figure 21(c) . For this flap, only one porous 
opening was considered and no a ttempt was made to reduce CQc. 
For the small- span flap, the effect of chordwise extent and location 
of the porous area on CQ is shown in figure 22 . It is evident that for 
c 
each pos ition of the f orward edge of the porous surface ( d ), there was an 
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opt i mum va lue of porous surface extent ( l)) with larger or smaller va lues 
of l producing higher values of CQc . It waS also found that the for -
ward edge could be moved aft at least to the point of bisection of the 
knee arc before flow requir ements increa sed significantly or ) although 
not shown by the data of figure 22) loss of flap lift occurred . 
Figure 23 shows tha t the effect of free - stream velocity on the 
variation of CL with CQ for the smal l - span flap was negligible . 
The effect of area suction on the pressure distributions near the 
flap knee . - The effect of flow coefficient on the chordwise pressure 
distribution in the vicinity of the knee of the small- span flap is shown 
in figure 24 for two spanwise sta tion locations . Also shown in the fig ~ 
ure are equivalent duct pressure coefficients for each value of CQ for 
which the data are presented . 
For the large - span flap ) chordwise pressure distributions are shown 
in figure 25(a) for ~ = 0 . 52 ) and in figure 25(b) the spanwise variation 
in external minimum pressure and duct pressure coefficients are shown . 
A comparison of these data with the corresponding 
plots of figures 21(a ) and 21(c) indicates that for CQ 
CL versus CQ 
values above 
the minimum pressure coefficient varied only slightly whereas the duct 
pressure variation waS relatively large for both flaps . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The r esults of tests on a model with a 450 sweptback wing of aspect 
ratio 2 .8 and of taper ratio 0 . 17 showed that area suction was effective 
in increasing the flap lift increment of a small- and large - span trailing-
edge flap to within about 90 percent of the theoretical value (theory of 
ref . 7) . It was established early in the investigation) however ) that 
the lift advantage of the flap installation waS penalized greatly at high 
angles of attack by leading - edge air - flow separation . 
Among the devices studied in an attempt to control air - flow separation 
from the wing leading edge ) two of the devices (leading-edge flap and 
leading- edge flap with increased leading- edge radius) served to delay air -
flow separation a nd thus to increase maximum lift coefficient) CLmax ) and 
reduce tail- off or tail- on instability . The highest value of CLmax ) how-
ever ) remai ned limited by air - flow separation from the wing leading edge 
or hinge line of the leading- edge flap and favorable stability character -
is t ics could be achieved only by a substantial effective lowering of the 
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horizontal tail. These results suggest that substantial gains would 
r esult from the use of boundary-layer control on the l eading- edge flap 
which in past investigation has proved successful on other types of wing 
plan f orms . 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Fi eld , Calif ., Aug. 8, 1956 
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TABLE I. - GEOMETRI C DATA 
Wing 
Area, s q ft • • • • • • 
Span , ft •.•• . . • 
Mean aerodynamic chord , ft 
Root chord , f t ••••.••• 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio • • • • • 
Sweep angle, deg 
Leading edge 
Quarter- chord line 
Trailing edge • • . 
Small - span trailing- edge flap 
Area) sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Flap span , percent wing semispan (21 to 46 percent) 
Constant streamwise chord , ft • • • • • • • • ••• 
Sweep angle of hinge line, deg • • • • • ••• 
Large - span trailing- edge flap 
Area J s q ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Flap span, percent wing semispan ( 21 to 66 percent) • • • • • 
Chord , percent wing chord • • • • ••• 
Sweep angle of hinge line , deg • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Fuselage 
Length , ft 
Maximum width , ft • • • • • • • • 
Fineness r a tio in wi ng chord plane •• •• 
Horizontal tail 
St / S • • • • • 
bt/ b .••.• • •• 
It/c . . . . . . . . . . 
Aspect ratio 
Taper rat i o . •••• • ••• 
Sweep a ngl e of quarter - chord line , deg 
334 .8 
30 . 62 
12 . 77 
18 . 69 
2 .8 
0 .17 
51.7 
45 . 4 
14 .2 
10 . 22 
25 . 0 
2 . 67 
14 . 2 
20 .57 
45 . 0 
25 . 0 
26 .8 
62 .50 
4 . 50 
13 . 9 
0 . 204 
0 .56 
1.51 
4 .5 
0 .30 
38 . 4 
L __ 
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TABLE 11 .- COORDINATES OF THE NACA 0005 (MODIFIED) SECTION 
Stat ion , Ordinate, Station, Ordinate, 
percent chord percent chord percent chord percent chord 
LER : 
0 0 30.00 2 .501 
1.25 . 789 40.00 2 .419 
2 .50 1 .089 50 . 00 2 . 206 
5 .00 1 . 481 60 . 00 1 .902 
7 .50 1 . 750 67 . 00 1. 650 
10 .00 1.951 70 . 00 1·500 
15 .00 2 .228 80 . 00 1 .000 
20 .00 2 . 391 90 . 00 . 500 
25 . 00 2 . 476 100 000 0 
0 .275 -percent c 
TABLE 111 .- POROUS - SUrtFACE CONFIGURATIONS USED IN 
THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION 
Trailing- edge Porous surface l, d, 
flap span T] number in . in . 
Of = 500 
21 
Small to 1 4 .1 0 .8 
46 
Of = 600 
2 1.5 0 .7 
3 2 .0 1 4 3 .0 5 4 . 4 
6 2 . 0 1.0 
7 300 ~ 8 4 . 4 
9 1.5 1.3 
21 10 2 . 0 
1 Small to 11 2 .5 46 12 3 . 0 13 4 . 4 
14 1.0 1.7 
15 1.5 1 16 2 . 0 17 3 . 0 18 4 . 4 
19 3.0 2 .0 
20 4 . 4 2 .0 
211 --- 5 . 4 1. 4 large 66 --- 3 .9 0 .8 
lPorous surface extent tapered linearly from 
T] = 0 . 21 to 0 . 66 . 
19 
TABLE IV . - MODEL CONFIGURATIONS FOR WHI CH THREE- COMPONENT FORCE DATA ARE PRESENTED 
Leading- edge flap Wing leading edge Trailing- edge flap Side- Horizontal Figure Bn, Bf , inlet tail, r, No. deg Span Contour Span Span deg Suction duct deg 
5(a) 0 Plain Small ~ 0 , 50 , 60 Off 5(b) --- --- On Off Off 
6 0 Plain Small 0 , 60 On Off Off --- --- On 
7(a) J) 40 Part
2 
0,30 , 40 Full 0 ---
7(b) 30 40 Part
2 
Plain Small On Off 
o 30, 40 --- Off Full 60 
7(c) 30 40 Part
2 
On o 30,40 Full 
0 
---
B o and 40 Part Modified to LER 1 .B-percent c ' Part Small 60 Off On Off On 
Modified to LER l .e -percent c ' 
9(a) 0 Part Modified to LER 0 .9-percent c ' 
Plain Part Small 60 On On Off Modified to LER l .e -percent c ' 
9(b) 30 Part Modified to LER 0 .9 -percent c ' 
Plain 
10 o 15,30, 40 Part Modified to LER l.B-percent c ' Part Small 60 On On Off 
o and 30 Modified to LER 1 .B-percent c ' Part Modified to LER 1 .B-percent c ' Full 
11 Part Tapered from plain at T] = 0 . 4 Small 60 On On Off 
30 to LER 0 .9- percent c ' at Part 
T] = 0 .6 
Modified to LER 0 .9-percent c ' 
12( a ) Chord extension A 0 Chord extension B 
40 Part Fence plus modified 1E Part Small 60 On On 
Modified to LER 0 .9 -percent c ' 
12(b) Chord extension A -25 
Chord extens ion B 
Small Off 
40 Part Plain I.a.rge~ 60 On On Off 13 --- I.a.rge 0 
large 
-25 
14 40 Part Plain --- Small 60 On On 0, - 15 ,-20 ,-25 
15 40 Part Modified to LER 0.9-percent c ' - -- Small 60 On On 0 ,-15, -20,-25 
~Small- span flap extends from 21- to 46-percent semispan; l arge - span flap extends from 21- to 66-percent semispan . 
2Part span for both leading- edge flap and modified leading edge refers to that extending from 40-percent semispan 
to wing tip and full span from 21-percent (side of inlet duct) to wing tip. 
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Figure 1.- Photograph of model in the Ames 40- by SO-foot wind tunnel . 
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22 
r------22 .33--~-10. 59 ~ _ _ 
All dimensions in feet 
unless otherwise noted 
1-+---------62. 50 
Pump exhaust 
(a) Complete model. 
f- 3.18 
Figure 2 .- Dimensional details of the model . 
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(b) Fuselage and external duct details. 
Figure 2.- Concluded. 
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Porous area 
Wing TE Wing TE 
Mot or pump unit . 7 
Suction air exhausted 
at bott om of pump . 
~~-lL:) I J I '1~ 
Small-span trailing- edge flap 
Section A-A (typical) 
S,ymmetrical center line 
Large-span trailing-edge flap 
Section B-B 
(typical) 
(a) Detail s of duct and pumping system . 
Figure 3.- Details of porous area, duct, and pumping system. 
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Reference line ~ I Porous surface 
normal to upper (constant porosity) 
surface Metal mesh backed with 
d felt. For porosity see 
i inch~s N figure J (c) • 
l ~"/ "\ 
To duct I " "-
__ ----~---- ~ "\ L, inches 
I" \ \ \ \)--
Hinge line .16-inch 
above lower surface 
O.OOJ- inch-thick 
pressure sensitive 
tape 
(b) Typical section of porous surface for small- and large-span 
trailing- edge flaps . 
Figure 3 .- Continued. 
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280 r-------r------,-------.------~------~------~ 
240 r-----+------r-----+----~~----+----·/~~· I 200 ~------+_------~------_+------_4--------V-----~ 
I 160 ~------+-------~-------+------~~---~----~----~ 
I 120 .-----+----+----I-/-/~---I---~ 
80 r-----+-----+---~~L+----_4----~----~ V 
40 / 
A 
o ~------~------~------~------~--------~----~ 
o 4 8 12 16 20 24 
Suction air velocity, ft /sec 
(c) Permeability of 1/16-inch felt plus metal mesh sheet used as porous 
surf ace . 
Figure 3.- Concl uded . 
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(b) Contours of the modified leading edges . 
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Figur e 4.- Wi ng modi f ications; all sections perpendicul ar t o t he pla in 
l eadi ng edge . 
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y).60 
0.1 c (for chord extension A) 
Chord extensions A and B 
-6 -5 -4 -3 - 2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
x, percent chord 
Section A- A perpendicular to plain leading edge 
Fence 
(c) Details of chord extensions. 
~ c (typical) 
40~~C" I 
./ 
Section parallel to model plane of symmetry 
at y) = 0 . 70 
(d ) Detail of the fence. 
Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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Figure 5.- The effect of deflecting the small-span trailing-edge flap ( ~ = 0.21 to 0.46) on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the modelj tail off, side - inlet duct off, plain leading edge. 
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(b) Suction on . 
Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- The effect of the external side - inlet duct on the aerodynamic characteristics of the 
model with the plain leading edge; tail off, small- span trailing- edge flap ( ~ = 0 .21 to 0.46) 
with suction . 
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(a ) Trail ing- edge flap undeflected . 
Figure 7.- The effect of l eading- edge flap defl ection on the aerodynamic characteristics of the 
model with plain l eadi ng edges j tail off , side- inl et duct on , small- span trail ing- edge flap 
(~ = 0. 21 to 0. 46). Part- and full-span l eading- edge f l aps extended from ~ = 0. 40 to 1 .0 
and 0.21 to 1.0, respectively . 
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(b) Trailing- edge flap deflected 60° , suction off. 
Figure 7. - Continued. 
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(c) Trailing- edge flap deflected 60° , suction on. 
Figure 7.- Concluded . 
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Figure 8 .- The effect of trailing- edge flap deflection at t wo deflections of the leading-edge flap 
(part- span ) ~ = 0 . 40 to 1 . 0) on the aerodynamic characteristics of the model with the modified 
leading edge (leading- edge radius = 1.S-percent chord)j tail off ) side- inlet duct on) small- span 
trailing- edge flap (~ = 0 . 21 to 0.46). 
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Figure 10 .- The effect of part- span l eading- edge f l ap deflection on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the model with the part- span modified leading edge (leading- edge radius 1 . B- percent chord ) 
~ = 0 . 40 to 1. 0 )j tail off } side- inlet duct on} small-span trailing- edge f l ap defl ected 60 0 
with suction . 
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Figure 11.- The effect of several spanwise changes in the modified leading edge on the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the model j tail off, side- inlet duct on , small- span trailing-edge flap 
(~ = 0.21 to 0.46) deflected 600 with suction, part- span leading-edge flap (~ = 0.40 to 1.0). 
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Figure 12.- Concluded. 
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Figure 13.- The effect of the large - span trailing-edge flap (~ == 0 . 21 to 0 . 66) deflected 60° with 
suction on the aerodynamic characteristics of the modelj side-inlet duct on, plain leading edge, 
part-span l eading- edge flap (~ == 0.40 to 1 . 0) deflected 40°. 
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Figure 14 .- The effect of horizontal-tail droop on the aerodynamic characteristics of the model 
with the plain leading edge and the part-span leading-edge flap (D = 0.40 to 1.0) deflected 40°; 
side-inlet duct on , small- span trailing- edge flap (D = 0.21 to 0 .46) deflected 600 with suction. 
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Figure 15.- The effect of horizontal-tail droop on the aerodynamic characteristics of the model 
with the modified leading edge (leading-edge radius of 0.9-percent chord, ~ = 0.40 to 1.0) on 
the part-span leading-edge flap (~ = 0.40 to 1.0) deflected 400 j side-inlet duct on, small-span 
trailing-edge flap (~ = 0.21 to 0.46) deflected 600 with suction . 
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Figure 17 .- Chordwise pressure distributions on the wing with the part-
span leading- edge flap ( ~ = 0 . 40 to 1.0) deflected 400 and with the 
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Figure 21.- Concluded. 
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Figure 23 .- The effect of streamwise velocity on the variation of lift 
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Figure 24 .- The effect of duct pressure coefficient and flow coefficient 
on chordwise surface pressure distributions in the vicinity of the 
porous area of the small- span flap (1') = 0.21 to 0.46) deflected 600 j 
side- inlet duct on, part- span leading-edge flap (1') ~ 0.40 to 1.0) 
deflected 40°, porous area 8, ~ = 0.3°. 
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Figure 25.- The effect of duct pressure coefficient and flow coefficient 
on chordwise and spanwise surface pressure distributions in the 
vicinity of the porous area of the large-span flap (~ = 0.21 to 0.66) 
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